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Examine the pros and cons of taking a man-
agement path in your career.

Are you wondering whether you want to be
a manager, deciding if a management path is
right for your career? Maybe the company has
suggested a supervisory position for you.
Maybe someone in your life is pushing you to
"make more out of your life." Or are you trying
to decide whether to get you Masters degree in
your technical specialty or go for an MBA
instead.

Whatever the reason you are considering a
management career, this article will help you
decide whether or not management is for you.

The  upside  of  being  a  manager

There are many positives to being a manag-
er. Managers generally are paid more than oth-
ers in the company. They appear to have more
power. And the power and pay differences tend
to give the position more status or prestige.

Pay Certainly the top manager in a compa-
ny, the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) is paid
more than anyone else in the company.

Managers below the CEO are generally paid
more than everyone in their group as well, but
not always. I managed a group of scientists in
which the very top scientists were paid more
than I. Smart companies pay their people
based on their value to the company, not on
their title or position, and in that company,
key scientists were more valuable than their
manager. Power Most people, including most
managers, believe that managers have more
power than the people in their groups. While
it's true that managers commonly have cer-
tain functional authority delegated to them,
like setting work schedules for the group, true
power cannot be delegated to you from above.
You are only as powerful as you are capable of
making your group more successful. And
while your ability to lead the group greatly
influences it, your power comes from the will-
ingness of the people in your group to grant it
to you.

Status/Prestige In
our society, people
value titles. A title of
Senior Vice President,
Worldwide Marketing
sounds much more
impressive than
Research Chemist.
However, the market-
ing person may work
for a 3-person compa-
ny and make $30,000
per year while the
chemist works for a
major oil company,
supervises 4 other
chemists, and makes
well over $100,000 per
year.

Sense of Personal
Accomplishment If
your goal is to be CEO
of General Motors,
you probably should
start now on a man-
agement career.
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